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Quadrupolar charge fields of molecules and of molecular fragments give rise to unique features in weakly
interacting clusters and aggregations. Relative to dipole-dipole interactions, the interactions among quadrupolar
molecules tend to allow for greater orientational distortions away from equilibrium. Potential surface regions
have been found for several clusters that are attractive and yet very flat for certain directions. There is a
notable slipperiness for the interactions in some of these cases. This implies significant vibrational excursions
even in the ground state. Furthermore, the coupling of rotations among nearby molecules in pure clusters of
quadrupolar molecules is different than for dipolar species, and it can lead to unexpectedly small internal
rotation barriers. How these and other features develop and what they might imply for materials and
biomolecular simulations are discussed here.

Introduction

There is a chemistry of weak, noncovalent bonding with
patterns for structures and energetics, and it operates alongside
the chemistry of covalent and ionic bonding. Within this weak
bonding chemistry, one finds dispersion effects between mol-
ecules, which are manifested in an overall, long-range attractive-
ness between atoms of interacting molecules, and one finds
electrostatic interactions that often provide a significant orien-
tational influence. For closed-shell neutral species, the strongest
electrostatic effect is that of the dipole-dipole interaction.
However, many molecules are nonpolar, or more precisely,
nondipolar. For most of these, the orientational influence that
goes with electrostatic interactions comes about via their
quadrupolar charge fields. The nature of the orientational
influence in this case, especially when viewed together with
all other contributors to weak interaction energies, has features
that are remarkable, particularly as more and more quadrupolar
molecules interact.

If the story of quadrupolar interactions among molecules has
a definite beginning point, it is probably with the work of
Buckingham [see, for instance, ref 1]. Quadrupolar molecules
are simply those neutral molecules that have a zero permanent
dipole moment but a nonzero quadrupole moment. Acetylene,
for example, is a quadrupolar molecule with the hydrogens at
the ends carrying a partial positive charge balanced by a partial
negative charge between. All molecules with an inversion center
of symmetry do not have a dipole but may have a sizable
quadrupole.

To talk about interactions involving quadrupolar molecules,
it is best to consider quadrupole charge fields of molecules as
opposed to ideal or point quadrupoles. Benzene is an example.
Above and below the plane of the benzene ring are identical
electronπ-clouds. Their negative charge density is balanced
by a positive charge density in the plane of the molecule where
the nuclei are, and in that, the molecule can be identified as a

quadrupolar species. However, an ideal (point) quadrupole at
the center of benzene with the same moment (tensor elements)
as that of benzene would generate a field exactly like that of
benzene only in the long-range limit. Close-in, the charge field
requires either higher order multipoles or a distribution of point
multipoles that reflects the molecule’s spatial extent. The
molecules considered herein as quadrupolar species are those
with a quadrupole as their lowest-order nonvanishing electrical
moment, without presuming that a point quadrupole necessarily
represents the true charge field of the species.

Many quadrupolar molecules of interest have hydrogen atoms,
and that fact connects the topic of this report with hydrogen
bonding, something ubiquitous and significant throughout the
chemical sciences. Although elementary concepts related to
hydrogen bonding often invoke the role of interacting dipoles,
sometimes reduced to that of positive and negative point charges,
quadrupolar species are not precluded from exhibiting hydrogen
bonding. In fact, a local H-C dipole exists in a quadrupolar
molecule such as ethylene and contributes to the molecule’s
weak, hydrogen bonding with other species. Of interest is how
the other H-C dipoles act together to influence orientational
features. A local dipole interaction picture on its own (only the
proximate local dipole interacting with a partner) is insufficient
at giving the features we are coming to recognize as common
to the interactions among quadrupolar species.

Modeling the Interaction Potentials of Quadrupolar
Species

A model potential is very valuable for the investigation of
clusters with interacting quadrupolar molecules, particularly
clusters with many molecules and therefore many geometrical
degrees of freedom. Studying progressively larger clusters
provides information on aggregation, especially how attachment
energies evolve with cluster size. Ab initio calculations can,
and for our interests do, reach a size limit that does not provide
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all the answers. On the other hand, a model potential, subject
to its accuracy, can be used for much, much larger clusters than
those for which ab initio calculations can be performed. In
addition, evaluating zero point energies (ZPE), which are
important for having the most complete stability information,
is aided by a model potential. The weak, intermolecular
vibrational modes of clusters tend to be very anharmonic, and
harmonic estimates of zero point energies for H2 clusters, for
instance, overshoot the true ZPE by much more than the well
depth.2 Fully anharmonic ZPE values can be obtained from
detailed vibrational analysis, but typically, this requires repeated
evaluations of the interaction energy. Again, a concise and
reliable model potential is advantageous.

The model potential we have used for clusters with quadru-
polar species follows the form of the molecular mechanics for
clusters (MMC) scheme3 because the MMC form means the
potential can be immediately applied to larger clusters. With
this scheme, the interaction energy,V, is developed for rigid
monomers and is a function of the spatial coordinates of the
molecular centers of mass and the orientation angles about the
centers of mass. We use a set of Euler angles to specify
orientations. The interaction energy is expressed as a sum of
the classically evaluated electrical interaction energy,Velectrical,
plus a term,Vnonelectrical, involving Lennard-Jones or 6-12 terms
among different monomer sites. These sites are mostly the
positions of the atomic nuclei. The electrical interaction
(Velectrical) is the sum of the permanent moment interaction and
polarization energy based on electrical response properties of
the monomers. The nonelectrical interaction (Vnonelectrical) uses
a small number of adjustable parameters.

Equation 3 shows that the adjustable parameters, designatedc
and d, enter the nonelectrical part of the model potential as
products. Note that thec andd parameters are always taken to
be positive or zero. The use of products of coefficients in the
6-12 terms in eq 3 means that parameters are associated with
individual molecules, not with interacting pairs of molecules.
This implies, or one might say enforces, transferability in that
parameters obtained for some molecule A are taken to be good
for use in A-B interactions, A-C interactions and so on. This
also means that the number of parameters is kept small relative
to having parameters for each interacting pair. WithN different
molecule types as possible interaction partners, the number of
parameters that could be used if each type of pair was treated
separately would vary asN(N + 1), but with parameters tied to
molecules, the number grows proportional toN. And, of course,
the values used inVelectrical are also associated with individual
monomers as they are molecular response properties.

The idea behind using a product form of parameters tied to
individual molecules is a combining rule. It goes back to 6-12
forms for rare gas potentials [V(r) ) C6/r6 + C12/r12] whereby
good quality potentials were obtained for heterodimers, e.g.,
NeAr, by taking theC6 andC12 parameters to be products of
the square roots4 of the parameters for pure dimers, as in
C12[NeAr] ) (C12[NeNe])1/2 (C12[ArAr])1/2. A basis for a transferable
form via a different combining rule5,6 has been considered by
Thakkar.7 This combining rule usesC6 coefficients for a pair
of like species, e.g.,C6

A-A, and their dipole polarizabilities,R,
for a C6 coefficient for interactions of unlike species.

Thakkar looked at a sizable number of interactions and found
that the combining rule in eq 4 produced a root mean square
error of 0.52%7 relative to the directly evaluatedC6 coefficients
of mixed pairs. Though eq 4 looks different from the product
form for C6 coefficients in eq 3, i.e., cRcâ, eq 4 does, in fact,
reduce to such a product form,C6

A-B ) (C6
A-A)1/2(C6

B-B)1/2,
under the condition thatC6

A-A/C6
B-B ) RA

2/RB
2. This condition

corresponds to a static, or frequency independent, approximation
in the relation ofC6 coefficients to the otherwise frequency-
dependent dipole polarizabilities. Consequently, going from the
use of eq 4 to the corresponding part of eq 3 in a model potential
has a physical basis that does not significantly sacrifice accuracy
and transferability.

In our investigations, the values for thec andd parameters
in eq 3 have been obtained either by using spectroscopic data
or by using ab initio calculations of an interaction potential
surface. Rotational constants from microwave spectra of homo-
molecular dimers are especially useful in obtainingc and d
parameters for some molecules because the measured values
are averages over the dimer’s vibrational ground state. The
measured values thereby correspond to a sampling of the
interaction potential energy surface. For the acetylene dimer,
there are experimental rotational constants not only for (HCCH)2

8

but also for a number of deuterated forms.9 The vibrational
ground states of each of the isotopically substituted forms sample
the potential surface differently. Thus, the set of isotopic data
provides an excellent base for parameter selection, and we used
it to find the small set of parameters needed to represent an
acetylene molecule via eqs 1-3.10 Obtaining the parameters
required calculational treatment of the vibrational motion in the
ground state and a sequence of repeated calculations to search
for the bestc andd parameters. A comparison of the essential
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results from the model potential determined in this way and
the experimental values is given in Table 1, and the parameter
values that were found are included with those given in Table
2.

Instead of spectroscopic values, ab initio calculations can be
used for parameter selection. This has been done by obtaining
a grid of interaction potential surface points and then, in a least
squares sense, adjusting thec and d parameters to bring the
model potential as close to the ab initio surface points as
possible. We have done this to obtain representations (i.e., the
molecularc andd parameters) for H2 via a surface for (H2)2

2

and then for benzene via a surface for the H2-C6H6 dimer.11

The values obtained are in Table 2. Figure 1 shows a
representative comparison of certain slices of the H2-C6H6

dimer interaction surface for the model potential versus the ab
initio values and also a comparison for another problem treated
this way,12 HCCH-H(CC)2,3H. It is important to realize that
the quality of the fit in Figure 1a (H2-C6H6) was achieved with
four nonzeroc and d parameters for benzene because the
parameters for H2 were transferable and had already been
determined.2 At the same time, the use of ab initio data versus
spectroscopic values means that lingering sources of error due
to incompleteness in the basis set and/or incompleteness in the
level of correlation can be transmitted via the fitting to the model
potential. The quality attainable, given the concise functional
form of the model potential, seems a suitable match for the
quality of the information used so far in determiningc andd
parameters.

The model potential should be especially appropriate for
clusters with interaction strengths between extremely weak
dispersion interactions, such as among rare gas atoms, and strong
intermolecular interactions that produce substantial changes in
the electronic structure of the interacting monomers. Typically,
clusters of quadrupolar molecules are in this intermediate range.
We note that for interactions involving rare gas atoms,Velectrical

) 0, and hence, dispersion is a crucial part of the potential. For
these types of clusters, the model potential will do no better

than the best 6-12 potential would do for a pair of rare gas atoms.
At the other extreme, for interactions that might be seen as
strongsamong weak noncovalent interactionssthe possibility
for electronic structure changes in the monomers and even small
geometrical changes limits the use of the model. Although
polarization effects are incorporated in the electrical part of the
potential, the effect of polarization on dispersion [see, for
instance, refs 13-16] and other higher order effects are not.
Interestingly, in exploring the very strongly perturbing effects
of an approaching H+ to small molecules, something well
beyond weak interaction among neutral species, we have

TABLE 1: Ground Vibrational State Rotational Constants
of the Acetylene Dimer

rotational constant (MHz),〈B + C〉/2
isotopomer calcd with model potential10 spectroscopica

HCCH-HCCH 1855 1856.6
HCCD-HCCH 1852 1854.7
DCCD-HCCH 1762 1760.1
HCCD-HCCD 1814 1815.8
DCCD-DCCH 1776 1778.7
DCCD-DCCD 1689 1688.2

a The spectroscopic value for HCCH-HCCH is from ref 8, and the
other spectroscopic values are from ref 9.

TABLE 2: Hydrogen, Acetylene and Benzene Model
Potential Parameters

c parameter (au) d parameter (au)

sitea H2 HCCH C6H6 H2 HCCH C6H6

H-atoms 0.6 1.8356 151.525 19.0
C-atoms 10.6 3230.0 1494.721
center of mass 1.651 23.8460 419.03
outer sites 0.879 39.6467

a Relative to centers of mass for the molecules, the H-atom sites in
H2 are at(0.3715 Å, and the outer sites are at(0.5715 Å;2 the H-atom
sites in HCCH are at(1.6637 Å and the C-atom sites are at(0.6012
Å;10 and for benzene, the H-atom sites are 2.481 Å from the center,
the C-atom sites are 1.397 Å from the center, and the outer sites are
2.726 Å from the center along each C-H bond.11

Figure 1. (a) Ab initio potential (solid lines) versus the model potential
(broken lines) for the interaction energy (in cm-1) along two slices of
the H2-benzene interaction potential energy surface. Both slices are
for arrangements where the center of mass of H2 is in the plane of
benzene and on a line bisecting the angle between adjacent C-H bonds.
The horizontal axis gives the distance from the center of mass of
benzene to the center of mass of H2. The slice represented by the upper
two curves has the H2 collinear with the C-H bond whereas the lower
slice has the H2 oriented perpendicular to the benzene plane. Com-
parisons of other slices have been given elsewhere.11 (b) Comparison
of acetylene-polyyne interaction energies from ab initio calculations
(solid lines) and using the model potential (broken lines).12 The double-
well potential is for sliding acetylene along the diacetylene molecule
with acetylene’s orientation being perpendicular to the polyyne. The
interaction curves with three wells are for triacetylene. The strength of
the interaction is given in cm-1 (vertical axis). The position of the
acetylene from the midpoint of each polyyne chain is given in Å on
the horizontal axis.
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found17,18that the electronic structure changes throughout much
of the interaction potential surface, and even the proton-transfer
potential for HCN-H+-NCH,18 follow very much from the
polarization and hyperpolarization response of the molecule to
the charge of the proton.

For typical sizes of molecular dipoles and quadrupoles, there
tends to be a stronger polarization effect on neighboring
molecules from a dipolar molecule, for instance HF, than from
a quadrupolar molecule such as N2. This places the problem of
interacting quadrupolar species midway between the very weak
interactions of rare gas atoms and the strongest of electrical
interactions among neutrals. In turn, the back or mutual
polarization effects and other higher order effects that go with
electronic structure changes of the monomers will tend to be
more ignorable for a collection of N2 molecules than for a
collection of HF molecules. Hence, the MMC type of model
potential is likely to achieve its maximum accuracy by treating
collections of quadrupolar species. Note that the model potential
includes three-body (molecule-molecule-molecule) interac-
tions that arise from polarization, and often these seem to be
the most important part of nonpairwise interactions among
closed-shell, neutral species.

A key physical basis for the modeling scheme that we have
been using to understand phenomena of collections of quadru-
polar molecules is that of classical, electrical interaction. There
are a growing number of model potential schemes that are built
on, or that utilize, rigorous and extensive treatment of electrical
interaction. In fact, this is emerging rapidly as a powerful new
class of computational chemistry tools. To highlight a few that
use electrical interaction analysis in extended ways, we first
note that Applequist has modeled electrical response between
molecules in a very elegant and powerful fashion that provided
useful theoretical tools for potential modeling.19 Buckingham
and Fowler used electrical interaction to predict the shapes or
preferred structures of weakly attached molecules in one of the
earliest model potentials.20 Ren and Ponder21,22 have used
electrical interaction via atomic multipoles as a noncovalent part
of the potentials for water and biomolecular systems. Xantheas
and co-workers have developed a model potential using classical
electrical polarization for dealing with water clusters and ice.23

Krimm and co-workers have a sophisticated model potential
scheme built on classical electrical interaction and with adjust-
able parameters chosen on the basis of spectroscopic data.24-26

Through these and many other schemes for potential modeling,
it seems increasingly clear that much can be learned about weak,
noncovalent interaction chemistry starting from classical electri-
cal analysis.27 The details of how far to go with that analysis
and how extensive to be in the functional form of the
nonelectrical part are still open questions in some sense, but in
part, that has to do with there being many different application
problems with different needs.

Theoretical and Computational Approach

Certain ab initio and dynamical calculations have been a part
of the new results presented here and of our recent investigations
on the interactions of small clusters discussed here.2,10-12 All
these ab initio calculations have been carried out at the MP2
level in the treatment of electron correlation. The preferred basis
set choice for our calculations is Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ set,28

but in some cases smaller basis sets have been employed, such
as the cc-pVTZ set. In the ab initio calculations, the monomers
are fixed at an equilibrium structure or else at the on-average
structure of the ground vibrational state. Counterpoise correction
via the Boys-Bernardi scheme29 is applied for all final energies.

Certain of the ab initio MP2 calculations reported here were
carried out using the PQS program package.30 Figures showing
molecular structures were generated with Spartan ‘02.31

Vibrational analysis is a very important part of studying
weakly bound clusters of all types, not only those of quadrupolar
molecules. The zero point energy of the ground vibrational state
can set a system’s lowest energy substantially upward from the
already shallow minimum of a typical weakly bound cluster.
One may regard the ZPE as “consuming” stability, and in the
case of (H2)2, around 90% is consumed in that the minimum in
the potential surface is-30 cm-1 yet the energy of the ground
vibrational state is around-3 cm-1.2 The technique of rigid
body diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (RBDQMC)32,33 is ideal
for cluster vibrations and for our model potentials. This is
because the computational costs of RBDQMC are in its repeated
energy evaluations, and the model potential we employ is
especially concise (i.e., computationally inexpensive).34 The
starting point for RBDQMC, Anderson’s diffusion quantum
Monte Carlo (DQMC) method,35 is based on an equivalence of
the differential equation for diffusion and the time-dependent
differential Schro¨dinger equation on replacing the time variable
in the Schro¨dinger equation by an imaginary time variable.
Monte Carlo (MC) techniques for numerical solution of the
diffusion equation are then used to simulate the solution of the
modified Schro¨dinger equation via pseudoparticles, or psips,35

that propagate in randomized, discrete steps in imaginary time.
After many time steps, the distribution of psips reflects the
ground state. RBDQMC follows from DQMC35 by having the
propagation steps include rotation of a rigid molecule about its
principal axes in addition to the usual translation of masses,
which are now the molecular centers of mass. An advantage of
the rigid body restriction is that for a given precision in the
simulation, longer time steps can be used because the high-
frequency intramolecular vibrational motions are excluded.
Gregory and Clary have shown good agreement of DQMC
(without rigidity) and RBDQMC for zero-point energies and
rotational constants.36 For our RBDQMC calculations, the time
step is usually around 1.0 au (time) [)1.0p/Eh ) 2.41888×
10-17 s.] The number of DQMC-psips in our calculations is
6000-8000. The energy and property evaluations are performed
for at least 100 000 time steps each, and this follows a lengthy
equilibration sequence. The RBDQMC simulation yields weights
that reflect but are not strictly the same as the vibrational state
probability densities.37 The true probability density may be
obtained by descendant weighting,38,39and in our calculations,
rotational constants such as those in Table 1 have been obtained
by averaging the inverses of the principal moments of inertia
with these probability densities.

Stabilities and Structures of Small Clusters of
Quadrupolar Molecules

The equilibrium structures of dimers of quadrupolar species
are often T-shaped because that is the energetically most
favorable arrangement of two ideal, point quadrupoles. How-
ever, a slipped parallel arrangement (Figure 2) has nearly the
same interaction energy and is a generally favorable arrange-
ment, too. (CO2)2, for example, takes on the slipped parallel
form.41 A T-shaped pair of quadrupole molecules, such as
(HCCH)2, will exhibit two T-shaped forms, with the difference
being which molecule is the stem and which is the top of the
T. If the molecules are the same, then the two T-shaped forms
are equivalent, and furthermore, the interconversion pathway
can include the slipped parallel form. This is shown in Figure
3 for H2-H2, for which the interconversion pathway has a
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slipped parallel arrangement as the saddle point. Partly be-
cause this saddle point structure is a favorable orientation for
quadrupolar species, the energy barrier of the interconversion
is quite small, about 3 cm-1. Although dispersion contributions
to the total interaction energy can be relatively sizable, their
orientational influence does not tend to overcome the influence
of quadrupole-quadrupole interactions.

Stabilities of weakly bound clusters, with stability taken to
be positive (the energies of separated monomers less the energy
of the cluster at equilibrium), tend to be smaller for clusters of
quadrupolar molecules than for clusters of dipolar species. As
well, the clusters of quadrupolar species tend to have especially
shallow regions of the potential surface and that makes for
substantial anharmonicity effects in the weak, or intermolecular,
vibrational modes.

Trimers of quadupolar molecules, such as (H2)3 and (HCCH)3,
are quite often cyclic. These structures represent a compromise
arrangement away from the preferred T-shaped arrangement
between each pair of molecules. The compromise in the
arrangements enables the cluster to close the ring so as to have
three favorable pair interactions instead of two and to do so
without losing much of the T-shaped attraction between each
pair. We may think of this as each T-shaped pair distorting along
(or nearby) a potential curve, such as the one in Figure 3, to
form a three-membered ring. Clearly, the energy to distort is
small, and so, for example, we find that the stability of (H2)3 is

very close to 3 times the stability of the H2-H2 stability in the
optimum T-shaped arrangement.2 The model potential gives 29.3
cm-1 for (H2)2, and 3 times that, 87.9 cm-1, is very close to
the 86.0 cm-1 stability of the cyclic trimer from the model
potential. Likewise, from ab initio calculations (MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ), the values are 27.4 cm-1 for the stability of the dimer
and 83.1 cm-1 for the trimer. Also, the interaction energy of
(HCCH)342 turns out to be similar to 3 times the pair energy of
the T-shaped HCCH-dimer. Hence, there tend to be only slight
losses in stabilization from distorting each of the T’s to make
trimers into a cyclic form.

The tetramers of hydrogen and of acetylene, (H2)4 and
(HCCH)4, have a puckered, cyclic form. In this way, there are
not only four favorable T-shaped interactions but also two,
slightly distorted slipped parallel interactions. Tetramers can be
especially good clusters for quadrupolar molecules. The hexamer
(H2)6 is interesting in that the global minimum energy structure
has three interconnected, puckered, four-membered cyclic
structures in perpendicular planes. Also, there are two energeti-
cally similar forms, differing only in an orientation of opposing
H2’s (Figure 4). The same thing is found for (HCCH)6. Once
again, the small loss in interaction energy from orientational
distortion allows for structures that have multiple, favorable pair
interactions around one molecule. This is not typical of clusters
of dipolar molecules.

Mixed dimers of quadrupolar species often have T-shaped
equilibrium structures. Our ab initio calculations have already
confirmed this for H2-HCCH43 and for H2-C6H6,11 and we
have now found this to be true for HCCH-C6H6 where the
equilibrium structure has the acetylene aligned with the benzene
C6 symmetry axis. Trimers and larger clusters of purely
quadrupolar molecules will tend to follow the pattern for pure
trimers and so on by having minima for cyclic or ring-like forms.
However, for mixed species, any differences in sizes and shapes
among the molecules will play a role in how the quadrupole-
quadrupole interactions combine with other features such as
dispersion and close-in repulsion.

Figure 2. (Adapted from Stone40) Illustration representing five
particular orientations, left to right, of a pair of ideal quadrupoles with
each pair at the same separation distance. The double arrow represents
the form of an ideal quadrupole with the ends of like charge and the
middle of opposite charge. The middle pair has the top quadrupole
perpendicular to the plane of the page. The ratio of the classical,
electrostatic interaction energies is given by the values below each pair,
starting at the leftmost with the most attractive form (T-shaped), then
the slipped parallel form, and then three that are not attractive.

Figure 3. Interconversion potential for the H2-H2 dimer.2 The vertical
axis is the interaction energy in cm-1 relative to separated monomers.
The horizontal axis is an orientation angle for one H2 molecule in the
dimer that takes the structure from the equilibrium T-shaped form (0°)
to a slipped parallel form (90°). The 90° structure is a transition state
for the interconversion between two equivalent T-shaped structures
wherein the base of the T becomes the top of the T and vice versa.
The transition state is only 3 cm-1 less stable than the equilibrium,
and this is partly due to the fact that T-shaped and slipped parallel are
energetically preferred arrangements of two quadrupoles as in Figure
2.

Figure 4. High-symmetry equilibrium structures of (H2)6 (top) and a
similar equilibrium structure of (HCCH)6 (bottom). Each of the
structures shows equivalent four-membered puckered cyclic rings in
each of three orthogonal planes. As shown for (H2)6, there are two
forms of these six-membered clusters, one with molecules on opposite
points from the center being parallel (top left) and one with them being
nonparallel (top right). The model calculations show these are very
nearly equal in energy, with the top right structure 3 cm-1 more stable
than the top left structure.
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An intriguing example of structures that develop for collec-
tions of nondipolar molecules is the pinwheel structure we have
found for (H2)6-HCCH.43 The preferred structure for the H2-
HCCH dimer is T-shaped with the H2 as the stem of the T. In
the pinwheel structure of (H2)6-HCCH, each H2 has the
preferred dimer-like position with respect to acetylene because
the H2’s encircle the middle of the acetylene molecule 60° apart
from one another (Figure 5). The arrangement of adjacent H2

molecules is somewhat between slipped parallel and T-shaped,
and hence, the H2-H2 interactions do not significantly work
against the stability of the six H2-HCCH interactions. On the
other hand, structures that have three-membered rings of two
H2’s and HCCH are also favorable for this particular cluster,
and as shown in Figure 5, there are at least five minima of
(H2)6-HCCH that are within a very small range of energies.
This range, according to the model potential, is only 10 cm-1,
and this highlights a unique surface feature wherein distinctly
different minima have essentially the same energy. There is
substantial freedom, from the standpoint of potential energy,
for vibrational excursions that would include many of these
structures rather than allowing only for small excursions from
one particular structure.

Intermediate to solid-phase structures and dimers and trimers
are large clusters that begin to show some of the packing
arrangements of the solid or solid phases, and for quadrupolar
species, it is interesting to understand how small cluster behavior
evolves into the interactions that determine the structure of
crystalline forms of a substance. We have carried out calcula-
tions of this sort for H2 clusters2 and acetylene clusters,42 and
it is clear that much more can be learned via calculations using
realistic model potentials. In the case of pure acetylene, there
are two solid phases,44-47 cubic and orthorhombic, and both
exhibit T-shaped pairs of monomers. At a temperature of 133
K, there is a first-order phase transition between the high
temperature cubic phase and the orthorhombic phase. We have
applied our interaction model to fairly large clusters in arrange-

ments corresponding to both solid phases. These structures with
finite numbers of molecules were constructed by surrounding
a central molecule with acetylenes in successive shells, main-
taining the symmetry of the given crystalline form. Within the
symmetry constraints of either a cubic or orthorhombic crystal,
structural parameters for clusters with 79, 201 and 391
acetylenes were optimized. There was rapid convergence of
these structural parameters with respect to increasing cluster
size. On extrapolation to an infinite number of molecules, the
model potential results place both forms very close in energy,
within 3 kcal mol-1 of each other.42 Calculations with the model
potential to find the optimum structure of (HCCH)13 showed
that this cluster resembles the cubic crystal, not the orthorhombic
structure. However, with fewer than 13 monomers, there are
noticeable differences from the cubic crystal form, though
certain of these differences involve distortions along flat
directions on the potential surface. For instance, though the
structure of (HCCH)6 (Figure 4) may not reveal itself as being
like the cubic crystalline form, the difference follows from its
potential surface being shallow with respect to the twisting of
opposite molecules.42 Hence, with increasing size, the small
clusters rather quickly take on structural characteristics of the
infinite crystal, and importantly, of the cubic not orthorhombic
form. An argument for this difference is that there are six
T-pairings per monomer in the cubic form but only four in the
orthorhombic form.42

Unique Features of Potential Surfaces of Clusters of
Quadrupolar Molecules

In several of our studies of clusters of quadrupolar molecules,
unique potential surface features and associated phenomena have
been revealed. Primarily, these features develop for quadrupolar
more so than for dipolar species because the quadrupolar
interactions allow for greater distortions. The first feature of
note is that the shallowness of the surfaces goes along with
substantial zero point vibrational energies. As already men-
tioned, the ZPE can consume a large fraction of the well depth.
Table 3 gives values for the stabilities of a number of small
clusters containing hydrogen and acetylene molecules, both
equilibrium stabilities (well-depths) and stabilities with weak
mode ZPE correction. These were obtained by RBDQMC
calculations using our model potential.

Another interesting feature of the potential surfaces of
interacting quadrupolar species is something that can be regarded

Figure 5. Five lowest energy structures of (H2)6-HCCH obtained from
model potential calculations. The top left structure has a stability of
758 cm-1, whereas the high-symmetry structure (top right)43 has a
stability of 759 cm-1. The middle structure’s stability is 761 cm-1,
whereas the bottom two structures are at 768 cm-1.

TABLE 3: Stabilities (cm-1) of Pure and Mixed Hydrogen
and Acetylene Clusters

cluster ref
stability at

equilibriuma
stability with weak

mode ZPEb

(H2)2 2 29.6 0.6
(HD)2 29.6 1.4
(D2)2 29.6 2.7
(H2)3 2 86.0 2.1
(H2)4 2 145 4.8
(H2)6 2 292 12
(HCCH)2 10 503 372
(DCCD)2 10 503 386
(HCCH)3 42 1513 1151
(HCCH)4 42 2360 1827
H2-HCCH 43 124 12
(H2)2-HCCH 43 253 25

a The stability at equilibrium is the energy of the separated monomers
less the energy of the cluster at its equilibrium structure.b The stability
with weak mode zero point energy is the energy of the separated
monomers less the energy of the cluster in its ground vibrational state
treating the monomers as rigid.
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as molecular slipperiness. This is a weak attraction between two
molecules that leads to a global minimum energy point that lies
within an extended, nearly flat trough. The system is slippery
in that one molecule can move along the trough with little
change in potential energy. We have found this slipperiness for
acetylene interacting with polyynes,12 and we have found that
the polyynes can be capped with simple functional groups48 so
as to make for a trough, running the length of the polyyne, but
closed on the ends.

In a large cluster of a hundred or more hydrogen molecules,
the unique interaction surface features of quadrupolar molecules
along with the size and shape of H2 yield an interesting feature.
Whereas rotating one molecule about its mass center in the
middle of a large regular aggregation has a barrier of 60 cm-1,
if the orientations of the surrounding shell of 12 hydrogen
molecules can change in a concerted way with the internal
rotation of the central H2, the barrier is reduced to less than 1
cm-1.2 Hence, there is essentially free rotation of the monomers
in gas-phase H2-H2 (Figure 2)49,50and, in a more complicated
way, also in H2-solid, where free internal rotation effects have
been recognized.51

The interaction of benzene and H2 is especially interesting
for the types of surface features and the likely dynamical
behavior that goes with them. Interesting calculational results
for the rotational transitions of H2 weakly attached to benzene
have been reported by Hamel and Coˆté.52 The surface for H2-
C6H6 has a minimum with the H2 along and aligned with the
C6 symmetry axis of benzene. There are two such locations,
one on each side of the benzene ring. As shown by the potential
energy curve in Figure 6, there is a barrier along the edge of
the ring for interconversion from top- to bottom-side attachment.
In other words, an H2 approaching benzene from any direction
will find a potential that is smoothly downhill to either axial
site. However, once the site is filled, other binding sites
develop.11 In fact, the benzene molecule becomes completely
enclosed by a regular arrangement of 20 H2 molecules in specific
sites, as shown in Figure 7.

The sites for H2 molecules weakly attached to benzene can
be categorized as axial (A), above the plane of benzene (B), or

along the edge (C). There are six B sites on each face of benzene
and there are six C sites along the edge. With the two A sites,
this makes for the 20 sites shown for the cluster structure in
Figure 7. With fewer H2 molecules, there are numerous
structures for clustering around a benzene molecule,11 and these
have been examined and a pattern has been recognized. It is
important that molecules in the B sites, or what we may consider
a B ring around the C6 symmetry axis, can move with small
barriers from one B site to another one that is otherwise
unoccupied. There is considerable dynamical freedom for B site
molecules, even with ground state vibrational energy (see Table
4). There likely exist internal rotor states for certain sized
clusters wherein one to six H2 molecules rotate around the
benzene C6 symmetry axis in the B ring. This is a very special

Figure 6. Curve showing the energy calculated from the model
potential following the minimum energy path for the H2-C6H6 cluster
as the H2 moves from being at the edge and in the plane of benzene to
its global minimum energy position along the C6 symmetry axis of
benzene. The position of H2 with respect to benzene at selected points
along the minimum energy path is shown by the molecular diagrams.
The vertical axis is in cm-1 and the horizontal axis gives the distance
of the center of mass of H2 from the benzene C6 symmetry axis. The
left and right edges of the graph are 5 Å from the symmetry axis, and
the molecule diagrams of H2 and benzene and drawn to this distance
scale. The global minimum has H2 aligned with the C6 symmetry axis,
and there are equivalent structures above and below the benzene ring.

Figure 7. Two views of the low energy structure of the cluster (H2)20-
C6H6 showing the very regular arrangement of hydrogen molecules
enclosing the benzene, as yielded11 by model potential calculations.The
first is with the benzene plane parallel to the plane of the page, whereas
the lower view has the cluster rotated, relative to the top view, so that
the benzene C6 symmetry axis is pointing upward instead of straight
out from the plane of the page. For clustering of H2 around benzene,
the calculations show that along with the two preferred sites where an
H2 is collinear with the benzene C6 symmetry axis, one H2 above and
one below the plane of benzene, six H2 molecules offset from the C6
axis form a ring above the benzene plane, with a like ring below. Both
views show the seven H2 molecules above the plane of benzene. There
is a third ring of six H2’s around the edge of the benzene and these are
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the benzene, mostly to have a
favorable orientation with respect to hydrogen molecules in the rings
above and below the benzene plane.

TABLE 4: Calculated Stabilities (cm-1) of (H2)n-C6H6
Clusters

cluster
stability at

equilibriuma
stability with

weak mode ZPEb

H2-C6H6 320 110
(H2)2-C6H6 643 222
(H2)3-C6H6 782 266
(H2)4-C6H6 927 306

a The stability at equilibrium is the energy of the separated monomers
less the energy of the cluster at its equilibrium structure.b The stability
with weak mode zero point energy is the energy of the separated
monomers less the energy of the cluster in its ground vibrational state
treating the monomers as rigid.
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kind of potential surface slipperiness, and again, slipperiness
seems a unique or maybe prominent feature for interacting
quadrupolar species.

Related Quadrupolar Charge Field Interactions

The interaction potential energy surface features for collec-
tions of quadrupolar species clearly and consistently show
extended regions of flatness and multiple minimasmultiple
minima energetically close to the global minimum. In the
extreme, there are cases of very extended troughs and rings
where the surface is essentially flat. And there is almost always
softness for orientational distortion away from a minimum
energy structure. Though our studies have focused on simple,
quadrupolar molecules, there are like consequences of the
quadrupolar charge fields when one interacting partner is dipolar.
The water-benzene dimer shows a very flat surface for water
to “slide” across the face of benzene with an O-H bond directed
toward the benzene ring,53 and there is nearly free internal
rotation of the attached water, something that makes for a highly
intricate rotational spectrum.54 Substitution on the benzene ring
to yield styrene means a small dipole exists, but the local field
around the ring is not significantly changed. Preliminary
calculations show comparable slipperiness for water moving
across the face of the styrene phenyl group. These surface
features will have a dynamical influence because they allow
for extensive excursions away from minimum energy structures.

Polyacetylene and polystyrene are among many complicated
species with local quadrupolar regions. There is potential
technological value in more detailed understanding of dipolar
and quadrupolar interactions with locally quadrupolar species.
For instance, in the industrial expansion of polystyrene, a volatile
blowing agent such as an aliphatic hydrocarbon or chloro-fluoro-
carbon is vaporized to expand the foam. Not only are common
blowing agents flammable with a high explosion hazard, but
also there are detrimental changes to mechanical and other
properties of polymers from certain penetrant molecules [e.g.,
refs 55-57]. There are innovative alternatives, including carbon
dioxide,58,59 supercritical CO2,60 argon,61 and molecular nitro-
gen.62 For these nonpolar species, the dependence of the bulk
properties of the expanded foam to the interactions of the
blowing agent is not established. Hence, representing, modeling
and simulating interacting quadrupolar species appears as an
important challenge for the technology of certain materials and
energy problems.

Finally, we note that the softness and the slipperiness found
for interacting quadrupolar species, along with the typical
existence of numerous minima mean that small external
influences can have important structural and dynamic effects.
In particular, an electric field gradient would act directly with
local quadrupoles, and thus, some control or direction of cluster
growth and formation seems possible. It will be interesting to
pursue electrical field and field gradient effects to determine
the specific kind of structural influence that can be applied
externally under the variety of conditions where cluster interac-
tions of quadrupolar species are at work, including condensed
phases.

Conclusions

Quadrupolar charge fields, whether for small molecules, or
fragments of large molecules, give rise to very interesting and
somewhat unexpected features in weak interaction potential
surfaces, especially for collections of several molecules. (1) Even
the smallest clusters tend to have numerous binding sites
(multiple minima). In part, this develops from the energetic

similarity of T-shaped and slipped parallel arrangements of two
ideal quadrupoles. (2) The interaction potential surfaces tend
to have extended regions of flatness that allow for especially
wide-amplitude vibrational excursions. (3) Aggregation of
quadrupolar species tends to show different, but energetically
competitive, packing arrangements, at least for small assemblies.
(4) Because of the relative softness in their interaction potentials,
especially with respect to orientational changes, small perturba-
tions (fields, conformational changes, other nearby molecules,
atoms, and ions) are likely to have sharper effects for clusters
of quadrupolar molecules than for clusters of dipolar molecules.
Some other features may not yet have been recognized, but
model potentials that allow for the study of large clusters will
be increasingly beneficial, especially for understanding the
complexities of mixed systems. For instance, applying our model
potential to a cluster of benzene and acetylene with six H2

molecules, we find (Figure 8) that the pinwheel structure of
HCCH-(H2)6 is largely preserved as one end of acetylene finds
the optimum weak attachment point on benzene, along the C6

symmetry axis. This is suggestive of the possibility of quadru-
polar liquids, perhaps liquid nitrogen, being used to form a
solvent cage that facilitates spectroscopic investigation of
clusters such as HCCH-C6H6 by limiting the vibrational
excursions that might take place in the gas phase.

It is clear that potential modeling for weak interactions of
all types requires a certain amount of translating molecular
properties into surface features and then into dynamical effects,
and these remain open issues as evidenced by the increasing
variations in this class of modeling. These should be important
issues for biomolecular and materials simulations in that the
chemical insight for structures and preferred arrangements of
noncovalently interacting, dipolar molecules is not well-matched
for quadrupolar species. Potentials used in large-scale dynamical
simulations need to be faithful to interactions that produce
slippery surfaces, pinwheels, and so onsfeatures that can be
evaluated fully in small molecule systems where crucial effects
can be unmasked from other effects.

Figure 8. Two views of an equilibrium structure found from model
calculations for the cluster C6H6-HCCH-(H2)6. The carbons of the
acetylene molecule have been reddened to distinguish acetylene from
the benzene ring below.
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